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ABSTRACT 
Finding faults in a program correctly is crucial in software maintenance. In this light, many 
techniques have been proposed such as program slicing, code coverage, program state and 
mutation analysis. While all these techniques give us good insight on fault localization, but it 
appears that these techniques are made based on the assumption that the faults are caused by 
a single fault. However, in a reality, one fault could also possibly caused by multiple faults. 
This requires a technique which is specifically designed to handle multiple faults. With this 
regards, application of mutation analysis to localize faults might generate a vast number of 
mutants. As a result, these will lead to difficulty in choosing important mutants that are 
capable of localizing faults. Therefore, there is a need for a technique which able to localize a 
fault effectively with less number of mutants generated. Genetic algorithm (GA) is well 
known in finding an optimal solution to a problem while local search is capable of removing 
duplication. Since both had their own advantage, we have combined both techniques to 
enhance multiple localization of software fault. The result of the experiment shows that our 
technique able to detect multiple faults in various java programs but there is a need for 
improvement especially in prioritize fault that occurs simultaneously. 
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